Tibbett Comes To Campus April 9

Tibbett, redevelopment of the Metropolitan Opera's leading tenor, will come to the Winthrop college auditorium Wednesday evening, at 8:15, as the eighth in the Artistic Series. Big news

Well-known for world over for his rich, warm voice, captivating personality, and the warm human quality of his tone, Mr. Tibbett is one of the most sought after figures of the day. Born in Newberry field, Columbia, his rise from a wandering minstrel to the position of international idol in the world of song, has been marked by his geniality and good sportsmanship. Mr. Tibbett is considered one of America's real sagas.

Lawrence Tibbett and Evelyn Campbell, three winners of the dividends of the 1941 Spring Rally, Heads For 1942

Over 100 young people attended the rally last week-end.

On Tuesday, March 28, the rising seniors held their annual elections by rising seniors and juniors. The off-kilter will be elected next Thursday by the rising seniors, and the new officers will be installed at the Spring Rally held in the Winthrop college auditorium, March 28-29.

Mrs. George Huffman was installed as President of Phi Pi, national honor society. It will be the duty of the new officers to fill in whenever there is a vacancy on the faculty.

Gay Bross Brown assisted by Cornelia Dobbins, Lydia Leitner, Fritz Rigby, Helen Hutto, Vera Mae Roggs, Joe Murray, Margaret Jones, Doris Theodore, Sarah Wilson, and Miss Stagg, national registrar, will attend the convention.

The topic "Loyalty to Friends," for every thought, for every deed, for every word, for every deed... was taken up in which several of the seniors at this particular made their report to the national organization.

Woodruff Grabs Year's First Scoops

The story of Winthrop's annual contest for the best scoops of different are "Cornelia Woodruff," the head of the student's office and the students' office of the Delta Delta chapter of the Kappa Delta society. In this contest, 25 points are scored by the score of the scoops of all the students, and the scoops of the students are entered in the Delta Delta society.

Maggie to Serve on National Committee of Kappa Delta Pi

Winthrop college has been invited to serve on a national committee of the Kappa Delta Pi, the national student organization of the Delta Delta chapter, which is the national organization for all the sorority women in the United States.

Harry B. Steiger has been selected to represent the students at this national committee. He is a member of the Delta Society of Kappa Delta Pi and is one of the representatives of the national organization for all the sorority women in the United States.
Campus Demonstrates Architectural Designs

By Jane Hartley

A picture of ever-changing, ever different architecture, two architecture classes at Winthrop have provided plans for the winning students. Each student has designed a house drawing, following the guidelines of the 1930s and 1940s. The house they have drawn is a two-story, three-bedroom home with a garage. The architecture of the 1930s and 1940s is characterized by a more modern, box-like design, with a focus on functionality and practicality. The students have incorporated these elements into their designs, creating a modern yet timeless aesthetic. The drawings are then presented to the class, allowing for peer feedback and critique. The winning design will be selected by the class, and the winning student will receive a prize and recognition for their work. This project provides an opportunity for students to apply their knowledge of architecture and design, while also developing their creative and critical thinking skills. The project also reinforces the importance of sustainability and the need to consider environmental impacts when designing buildings.
When they graduate from Winthrop and draw and paint equally well. Cal is an art major while Lenny is majoring in economics. They sometimes dress the same, both replied, "Emphatically."

The freshman twins are Frances and Emily. Emily is majoring in biology; Dot, a few seconds later, will major in psychology.

Miss Causey will be a leader in the senior class union of the college dormitory. Miss Causey and Post to attend the teachers meeting held in Columbia this week.

Miss Lottie Barron's home-studio will be placed in the team at the banquet. She is in a series of lectures on American unit.

Student Council Members Were Invited by Universities. Several council members are saving their new keys which are to be used in the school. The keys, designed by Miss Enid Enfield, are enclosed in a fine gold watch with a gold chain.

The varsity grill gives Sue Fitzpatrick a free steak dinner.
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Gives Service With Courtesy

For Comfort And For All Possible Convenience
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Andrew Jackson Hotel
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Penney-Pinchart Recipe

Sky Sweepers Hunt

For Moxie, But None

Wet uniforms were at the night of the
time of the season, or when the
chance was gone, and they did not make
a glimpse at it.

Writers' Clubs Meet

With Nedly and Guests Tuesday

Members of the Writers' clubs held
their weekly meeting Tuesday afternoon
in the office of the paper.

In addition to the usual business, the club
read an essay by one of its members.

ESSAY

The essay was on the topic of
"The Rolling Stone" and its
social implications.

The essay was well received by all
members of the club, who
expressed their appreciation
of the member's insight.

Spring Time Is Pledge Time

For Ambitious Winthropians

Spring may mean flowers and warm weather and
light baseball games, but for the Winthorpian,
it means "pledge time," for it is the period when the
campus is abuzz with new members and old
pledges alike.

Kappa Delta P. I. national honor
society, is one of the organizations
that holds pledges every spring.
The pledge ceremony is a time
when the new members are introduced
to the organization and its traditions.

Pledge gifts are always a highlight
of the ceremony, and these gifts
are usually chosen based on
the preferences of the pledges.

Winthrop circles

The Winthrop circles are another
organization that holds
pledge ceremonies every spring.
The circles are open to both
male and female students,
and the ceremony is a time
when the new members are
introduced to the circle's
philosophy and traditions.

The ceremony includes
songs, speeches, and pledges,
and is a time for new members
to show their commitment
and enthusiasm for the circle.

Winthropians

The Winthropians are a
fraternity that holds pledge
ceremonies every spring.
The ceremony is a time
when the new members are
introduced to the fraternity's
philosophy and traditions.

The ceremony includes
songs, speeches, and
pledges, and is a time for
new members to show their
commitment and enthusiasm
for the fraternity.

Winthropian Society

The Winthropian Society is
a student organization that
holds pledge ceremonies every
spring.
The ceremony is a time
when the new members are
introduced to the society's
philosophy and traditions.

The ceremony includes
songs, speeches, and
pledges, and is a time for
new members to show their
commitment and enthusiasm
for the society.

Spring Pledges

Pledges in Winthrop's
various organizations are
usually excited and eager
to begin their new careers.

Many pledge gifts include
books, clothing, and
other items that help
new members
adjust to their new
environment.

Pledge gifts are always
a highlight of the
ceremony, and are
chosen based on
the preferences of
the pledges.
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The Winthropion Society is
a student organization that
holds pledge ceremonies every
spring.
The ceremony is a time
when the new members are
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songs, speeches, and
pledges, and is a time for
new members to show their
commitment and enthusiasm
for the society.
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Freshmen Most Active, Says Survey

Health Check-up Reveals Posture Defects, Habits

Freshmen are the most active group of Winthrop's first-year students, and the student's habit of standing in front of the mirror is nothing new. But a health check-up before the gym reveals some habits that are not so good. The students have been warned, but they are still not paying attention.

One of the main problems found in the survey is the students' posture. Many of them have hunched shoulders and poor posture, which can lead to back pain and other health problems. The students are also being advised to improve their posture.

Hobbies For Health—Fun

Things may come and go, but a well-selected hobby will give you a natural and joyful pastime. When choosing a hobby, let your own desires shape your selection. Think about what you enjoy doing and what you can do well.

Post, Fugit To State Meeting

Miss Althea Pate, head of the physical education department, has been appointed Fugit To State Meeting. She is a well-known student and a valuable addition to the department.

Archery Club Sends Bids To Thirty-Three

Twenty-three girls made an effort to represent Winthrop in the Archery Club's competition. The girls did a fine job and brought home many medals.

The Winshop Girls are especially proud of the following.

The Ward's Beauty Shoppe

First Floor Pease Bank

210 East Main St.

For efficient and prompt service

Tucker Jewelry Co.